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A transportable fast and thermal neutron radiography system, incorporating a compact DD neutron
generator, has been simulated using the MCNPX code. The materials considered were compatible with
the European Union Directive on ‘Restriction of Hazardous Substances’(RoHS) 2002/95/EC, hence
excluding the use of cadmium and lead. Appropriate collimators were simulated for each of the
radiography modes. With suitable aperture and collimator designs, it was possible to optimize the
parameters for both fast and thermal neutron radiographies, for a wide range of values of the collimator
ratio. The system simulated allows different object sizes to be studied with a wide range of radiography
parameters.
& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Neutron radiography (NR) has been established as a testing
technique and as a research tool for over 60 years [5,19,1,10].
During this time, NR has evolved in use and applications, issues
still growing while the quality and the prospectives of the various
techniques are continuously improving [20]. The technique is
widely used in security applications, engineering studies and
industry in order to determine structural defects, in geology,
medicine and biological research [12,18].
In particular, thermal neutron radiography, as opposed to fast
neutron radiography, has been thoroughly developed and is
commercially available. This stems from the availability of highintensity thermal neutron beams from nuclear research reactors
and neutron sources [7]. However, their use is basically limited to
relatively thin objects. The use of high energy neutrons for
radiography purposes can be of great beneﬁt when bulky objects
have to be investigated. Fast neutron radiography with neutron
energies greater than 1 MeV could open up a new range of
possibilities for non-destructive inspections. In comparison with
thermal neutrons, there is little variation in attenuation among
the elements when neutron energies are in the MeV range [17].
However, the number of nuclei per unit volume does vary from
element to element, and penetration of fast neutrons through
most materials is quite good. This makes them a unique tool for
non-destructive quality inspection in production and service of
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large-scale objects and products containing light and heavy
elements simultaneously.
In this work, a transportable unit for thermal and fast
radiography, incorporating a deuterium–deuterium (DD) neutron
generator, has been simulated using the MCNPX Monte Carlo code
[15]. A transportable unit would offer the possibility of enlarging
the range of applications of both thermal and fast NR. The aim of
the work is to design a unit optimized in terms of the moderator,
collimator and shielding when in use, rendering it suitable for
quality non-destructive testing, while ensuring adequate occupational radiation protection measures. The proposed unit is designed
according to article 4 of the RoHS Directive 2002/95/EC, regarding
the choice of materials. Hence, lead, mercury, cadmium, hexavalent
chromium, polybrominated biphenyls and polybrominated diphenyl
ethers have been excluded from the design [4].

2. The radiography unit
The unit is designed in the form of two coaxial cylinders
connected at one end which is open (Fig. 1). The left-hand side
cylinder has a length and a radius of 440 and 90 cm, respectively,
while the other is 248 cm long with a radius of 108 cm. The walls
of the cylinders are made of polyethylene with 5% boron (PE-B)
covered by bismuth (Bi) on the outside. In the case of the former
cylinder, the thicknesses of the PE-B and Bi are 57.5 and 2.5 cm,
respectively. In the case of the right-hand side cylinder, these
dimensions are 47 and 1 cm, respectively. The left-hand side
cylinder houses, towards its open end, an imaging neutron
collimator of variable length and next to it the neutron
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the neutron beam
TNC ¼

Fig. 1. Side view of the geometric conﬁguration of the irradiating system (not in
scale).

generator. The object under examination is placed, together with
the image recording apparatus, within the other cylinder.
2.1. The neutron generator
A number of candidate neutron sources for fast and thermal
neutron radiography could be considered. Nuclear reactors would
provide high intensity neutron beams but are expensive, nonportable and have limited facilities (availability and location).
Isotopic neutron sources, such as 241Am/Be and 252Cf, although
suitable for both in-situ fast and thermal radiography, emit a low
intensity of neutrons with energies up to 10 MeV, which would
require adequate shielding.
The DD neutron generators seem to be an attractive choice
because they produce neutrons, with an energy approximately
equal to 2.5 MeV, suitable for both thermal and fast radiography.
Furthermore, they offer an on/of switching of the emitted
neutrons. They have a compact size and a relatively high neutron
ﬂux. In this work, a coaxial RF-plasma DD neutron generator was
simulated [22,16]. It is the most powerful portable neutron
generator and capable of delivering 1011 n s  1. The unit has
overall dimensions of 60 cm  45 cm, with an extraction aperture
composed from seven slits 1.5 mm wide and 75 mm in height.

thermal neutron flux
total neutron flux

ð4Þ

and the relative intensities of the neutron (n) and the photon (g)
components of the beam, with (n/g) typically greater than
104 n cm  2 mSv  1 [8].
In the case of thermal NR, the choice of the moderator needed
to thermalise the neutrons emitted by the source is the ﬁrst step
in the design of the unit. The moderator should provide the largest
possible ﬂux of thermal neutrons extracted by the collimator
towards the object. The material sought should thermalise the
neutrons in a small number of collisions, while not absorbing
them to a great extent. Fig. 2 shows the proposed collimator
system for thermal neutron radiography.
In this context, the 2.5 MeV fast neutrons from the generator
are thermalised using 2.1 cm thick high density polyethylene
(HD-PE) (1). Hence, a maximum thermal neutron ﬂux at the
collimator inlet aperture is achieved. The collimator being
modelled is made of two parts. The ﬁrst, which is an HD-PE
cylinder (2), with a radius of 8 cm and length of 14 cm,
incorporates a conic collimator either made of single sapphire
or that is void. The conic collimator has a length of 14 cm and radii
3.75 and 0.5 cm, with the larger radius close to the source. The
single sapphire (Al2O3) is commonly used for fast neutron
ﬁltration [21,14].
Next to the HD-PE cylinder, a divergent collimator is situated,
which determines to a great extent the quality of the image for a
given source type. The material used in the design of the
collimator should prevent stray and scattered neutrons from
reaching the object through absorbing them, hence improving the
unsharpness of the image obtained. In this respect, the inner
lining of the collimator is particularly important and it should be
made of a neutron-absorbing material [5]. The lining is composed
of a 0.8 cm layer of boral covered by PE-B with a depth of 3.2 cm as
a shielding against stray neutrons. Bismuth (Bi) with 1 cm of
thickness was chosen as the collimator casing.

2.3. Fast neutron collimator
2.2. Thermal neutron collimator
The collimator ratio (L/D), which determines the quality of the
NR imaging for a given design of the collimator, is given by the
following equations:

fi ¼

fa
16ðLS =DÞ2

Dt
Lt

ð1Þ

ug ¼

ð2Þ

where t is the image surface to object distance, L the distance from
the aperture to the image plane and D the collimator aperture
diameter.

and
D
ug ¼ Lf
Ls

The quality of fast NR imaging is determined by the collimator
ratio (L/D) in a similar way as in the case of thermal NR. The
considerable penetration of fast neutrons inside an object results
in a geometric unsharpness ug given by the equation [2]
ð5Þ

where Lf is the image surface to object distance, Ls the source to
object distance, D the inlet aperture diameter, ji the neutron ﬂux
at the image plane, ja the neutron ﬂux at the aperture and ug the
geometric unsharpness.
The beam divergence, a signiﬁcant measure of the usefulness
of the beam near its periphery, is described by its half-angle (y)
given by [5]
 
I
y ¼ tan1
ð3Þ
2L
where I and L are the maximum dimensions of the image area
and the length of the collimator. The imaging quality of a
system is further characterized by the thermal neutron
content (TNC), describing the number of thermal neutrons within

Fig. 2. The collimator geometry for thermal neutron radiography with the
sapphire ﬁlter in front of the collimator (not in scale).
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The imaging quality of a fast neutron radiography facility
would be further characterized by the beam quality proﬁle,
described by the number of uncollided neutrons that reach the
detector position within the neutron beam.
Collimation of fast neutrons is not as straightforward as in the
case of thermal neutrons. This is due to the lack of sufﬁciently
strong absorbers for fast neutrons, which are needed to construct
apertures or collimator walls. Nevertheless, fast neutron imaging
systems can be effectively built and used. The lack of such
materials results in neutrons emerging from the walls of a
collimator. Some of these re-merging neutrons can scatter
towards the area of exposure projected by the collimator on the
object. Scattering from the collimator walls would also produce
slower neutrons downgrading the quality of the extracted beam,
which ideally should have the same energy distribution as that of
the source (uncollided neutrons). Furthermore, the neutron
moderating materials traditionally used are also scattering
materials deteriorating the quality of the beam proﬁle. Therefore,
metals are found to be more suitable as collimator material for
fast neutrons. Then, neutrons would be scattered away from the
interior walls of a collimator following very few collisions, with an
insigniﬁcant loss in energy. Hence, iron and tungsten are
preferred as collimator materials, with the former being cheaper
and easier to fabricate [9].
The fast neutron collimator, considered in this work, comprises
two parts (Fig. 3). The ﬁrst is a conic convergent one, with a length
of 14 cm and radii of 3.75 and 0.5 cm, inside a PE-B cylinder with a
radius of 8 cm. The second collimator is a divergent one, with an
inlet aperture of 1 cm, and a variable length and walls made of 4
layers of different materials. These materials from the inside
outwards are 7 cm thick iron (Fe), 0.5 cm thick gadolinium (Gd),
2 cm thick PE-B and 1.5 cm Bi.
This ﬁrst collimator is capable of absorbing some scattered
neutrons and restricting their energy and population towards the
second collimator, thus improving the quality of the beam proﬁle.
The aperture, situated between the two parts, is a combination of
two materials: 0.3 and 1 cm-thick layers of Gd and Bi used to
absorb thermal neutrons while preventing the gamma rays

Fig. 3. The aperture geometry and the collimator for fast neutron radiography (not
in scale).
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generated within the other materials from reaching the second
collimator. Furthermore, there is a 2 cm thick layer of Bi covering
the front side of the collimator. The object-to-detector distance
controls the recording of scattered neutrons, which affect the
imaging contrast and decrease by 1/t2.

3. Results and discussion
The system was designed under the constraint that the dose
equivalent rate (DER) would remain below the annual occupational dose limit of 0.05 Sv (or 25 mSv h  1) at the external surface
of the shielding of the neutron generator. The total dose rate, due
to the neutrons and photons, was calculated with the MCNPX
Monte Carlo code, using the F2, Fm2 tallies and the DE, DF cards.
The F tallies describe the neutron ﬂux on a surface, while the D
cards convert the absorbed dose to equivalent dose. Calculations
were performed for a total number of histories per starting
neutron (NPS) of 2  108 yielding an accuracy of o1% in the
calculations. The maximum resulting total DER is 14.8 mSv h  1
and occurs at positions closest to the source. The total dose
comprises the neutrons and the photons, the latter from the
interaction of the neutrons and the PE-B moderator material. The
values of the DER are 7.5 and 7.3 mSv h  1, respectively. Hence, the
dimensions and materials chosen under the RoHS directive render
a unit with an overall weight of 23,800 kg, which satisﬁes the
occupational dose limit constraints.
In the case of thermal neutron radiography, the proposed
system comprises a collimator with a variable collimator length
(L¼50–150 cm), diameter of its aperture next to the image plane
(D0 ¼12–20 cm) and divergence angle (y) of the beam (y ¼3.8–6.81),
while the inlet aperture (D) of the collimator is 1 cm. The distance
between the object and the imaging detector (Lf) was considered to
be 0.5 cm [5]. The variation of the thermal neutron ﬂux at the ﬁeld of
view at the object position was less than 1.5%.
The calculated thermal neutron ﬂux (fth), TNC and (n/g)
parameters are shown in Table 1 for different collimator
parameters, with and without the single sapphire ﬁlter. The
neutron ﬂux was calculated with the aid of the MCNPX code using
the F2 tally, which gives the required neutron ﬂux averaged over a
surface in neutrons cm  2 per starting neutron. Calculations were
carried out with NPS ¼3  107 neutrons, yielding an accuracy
o0.5%. An energy boundary of 0.01–0.3 eV was used to score the
thermal neutron ﬂux. The gamma dose, in the ratio n/g, was
calculated with the F2, Fm2 tallies and the DE, DF cards. These
calculations were performed for NPS ¼6  108 neutrons, yielding
an accuracy of o2% in the calculations. According to Table 1, the
(n/g) parameter remains, in all circumstances, higher than the
recommended limit of 104 n cm  2 mSv  1, ranging between
6.5  104 and 1.3  106 n cm  2 mSv  1.
The fth, TNC and (n/g) parameters were determined for
different sapphire ﬁlter thicknesses in the case of three L/D values

Table 1
The thermal NR calculated parameters using the proposed system.
L
(cm)

50
75
100
125
150

L/D

50
75
100
125
150

D0 (cm)

12
14
16
18
20

Ug (cm)

1.00E  2
6.67E  3
5.00E  3
4.00E  3
3.33E  3

Thermal NR calculated parameters without sapphire
ﬁlter

Thermal NR calculated parameters with 14 cm sapphire
ﬁlter

fth
(n cm  2 s  1)

TNC (%)

n/g
(n cm  2 mSv  1)

fth (n cm  2 s  1)

TNC (%)

n/g
(n cm  2 mSv  1)

1.58E+ 04
7.20E+ 03
4.12E+ 03
2.62E+ 03
1.81E+ 03

3.57
3.77
3.89
3.88
3.90

7.01E +5
8.75E + 5
9.17E + 5
1.24E + 6
1.32E + 6

9.66E+ 03
4.40E+ 03
2.52E+ 03
1.60E+ 03
1.11E+ 03

27.06
31.45
33.95
34.45
35.36

6.47E + 4
7.03E + 4
7.75E + 4
8.41E + 4
9.73E + 4
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Table 2
The thermal NR calculated parameters for three L/D values with variable sapphire ﬁlter length.
Sapphire
ﬁlter (cm)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

L/D ¼ 50

L/D ¼100

L/D ¼ 150

fth
(n cm  2 s  1)

TNC
(%)

n/g
(n cm  2 mSv  1)

fth
(n cm  2 s  1)

TNC
(%)

n/g
(n cm  2 mSv  1)

fth (n cm  2 s  1)

TNC
(%)

n/g
(n cm  2
mSv  1)

1.58E +4
1.53E +4
1.47E +4
1.41E +4
1.36E +4
1.30E+ 4
1.26E +4
1.21E +4
1.18E +4
1.14E +4
1.10E+ 4
1.07E+ 4
1.03E+ 4
9.97E +3
9.66E +3

3.57
4.14
4.61
5.63
6.71
7.88
9.59
11.34
13.56
16.02
18.46
21.32
23.67
25.84
27.06

7.01E +5
5.92E + 5
5.16E + 5
4.10E +5
3.33E + 5
2.74E + 5
2.20E +5
1.81E + 5
1.48E + 5
1.23E + 5
1.04E +5
8.82E + 4
7.75E + 4
6.93E + 4
6.47E + 4

4.12E+ 3
3.99E+ 3
3.84E+ 3
3.69E+ 3
3.54E+ 3
3.39E+ 3
3.28E+ 3
3.17E+ 3
3.07E+ 3
2.97E+ 3
2.86E+ 3
2.79E+ 3
2.69E+ 3
2.60E+ 3
2.52E+ 3

3.89
4.52
5.40
6.47
7.65
9.14
10.60
13.03
15.48
18.01
21.34
24.65
28.18
30.56
33.95

1.01E+ 6
8.47E+ 5
6.87E+ 5
5.54E+ 5
4.52E+ 5
3.65E+ 5
3.06E+ 5
2.42E+ 5
1.99E+ 5
1.67E+ 5
1.36E+ 5
1.16E+ 5
9.85E+ 4
8.83E+ 4
7.75E+ 4

1.81E +3
1.75E +3
1.69E +3
1.62E +3
1.55E +3
1.49E +3
1.44E +3
1.39E +3
1.35E +3
1.31E +3
1.26E +3
1.22E +3
1.18E +3
1.14E +3
1.11E +3

3.90
4.65
5.53
6.64
7.89
9.36
11.24
13.37
15.57
18.59
21.36
25.39
28.70
32.83
35.36

1.32E + 6
1.08E + 6
8.76E + 5
7.06E + 5
5.73E + 5
4.66E + 5
3.78E + 5
3.09E + 5
2.59E + 5
2.11E + 5
1.78E + 5
1.47E + 5
1.26E + 5
1.07E + 5
9.73E + 4

Table 3
The fast NR calculated parameters using the proposed system.
L (cm)

100
150
200
250
300

L/D

100
150
200
250
300

D0 (cm)

12
14
16
18
20

y (deg)

3.4
2.7
2.3
2.1
1.9

Fast NR calculated parameters with t ¼25 cm
2

Ug (cm)

fF (n cm

1.20E  1
8.57E  2
6.67E  2
5.45E  2
4.62E  2

5.80E+ 4
3.11E +4
1.94E +4
1.32E +4
9.57E +3

s

1

)

(Table 2). The thermal neutron ﬂux would vary from 1.1  103 up
to 1.6  104 n cm  2 s  1 for a maximum neutron yield by the
generator of 1011 n s  1. These values are somewhere lower in
comparison to low power research reactors [23]. The TNC varies
from 3.6% to 35.4%. Good-quality thermal neutron images require
exposures of the order of 107 n cm  2 in order to detect defects
smaller than 0.025 cm [6], with the exposure time being
proportional to the thermal neutron ﬂux. In the case of L/D ¼50,
the exposure time is 10.5 and 17.2 min without ﬁlter and with the
14 cm single sapphire ﬁlter, respectively. Higher L/D values would
require higher exposure times but offer radiographies with better
quality [19] in the cases of L/D¼ 100 and 150, exposure times in
the range 0.67–1.1 and 1.53–2.51 h would be required,
respectively. In this case, neutron imaging plates (or X-ray ﬁlms
with converter) seem to be a better choice [11].
The suggested unit was further simulated with MCNPX code for
fast neutron radiography making use of the fact that the DD neutron
generator is a strong fast neutron emitter. Fast neutron ﬂuxes (fF)
were calculated using the F2 tally with NPS¼ 5  107 neutrons,
yielding an accuracy o0.5% (Table 3). The system has been
considered with a second collimator having variable length
(L¼100–300 cm), diameter of its aperture next to the image plane
(D0 ¼12–20 cm), a divergence angle (y) of the beam (y ¼1.9–3.41).
The object–detector distance (t) was considered to be 25 or 50 cm.
The distance between the end of the collimator and the detector was
2t. The collimator weight varies between 450 and 1340 kg. The n/g
ratio is higher than 1011 n cm  2 mSv  1. This is due to the absence of
the HD-PE moderator, which has reduced considerably the photons
within the system while increasing the fast neutron component.
The calculated parameters for the fast neutron radiography
system are shown in Table 3. The uncollided fast neutron ﬂux,
which characterizes the beam quality, ranges between 97.1% and

Fast NR calculated parameters with t¼ 50 cm

Uncollided fF (%)

Ug (cm)

fF (n cm  2 s  1)

Uncollided fF (%)

97.07
97.75
97.94
98.26
98.54

2.00E  1
1.50E 1
1.20E 1
1.00E  1
8.57E  2

3.30E +4
2.00E + 4
1.35E + 4
9.72E + 3
7.26E + 3

97.27
98.00
98.15
98.46
98.76

98.5% for t ¼25 cm and between 97.3% and 98.8% for t ¼50 cm. The
fast neutron ﬂux varies from 7.3  103 to 5.8  104 n cm  2 s  1.
The fast neutron ﬂux at the ﬁeld of view at the object was uniform
to within 1%. Except from the fast neutron ﬂux, the calculated
parameters have values comparable with low power research
reactors [3]. The detection of defects 0.1 cm in size would require
an exposure of about 1.5  107 fast neutron cm  2 [13], with the
exposure time being analogous to the fast neutron ﬂux. In the case
of L/D¼100, the exposure time is 4.3 and 7.6 min, with t ¼25 and
50 cm, respectively. Higher L/D values would entail higher
exposure times: for example L/D ¼200 and 300 necessitate
exposure times in the range 12.9–18.5 and 26.1–34.4 min,
respectively. An imaging system based on a CCD-detector is
suitable for visualising fast neutron ﬁelds [13].

4. Conclusions
A transportable system using a DD compact neutron generator
has been simulated, for radiography purposes, using the MCNPX
Monte Carlo code. All the materials considered were chosen
according to the EU Directive 2002/95/EC, excluding lead and
cadmium. Hence, bismuth was used in order to replace the lead,
while boral or gadolinium was used to replace the cadmium.
Appropriate collimators have been simulated for fast and thermal
neutron radiography. The use of sapphire in the thermal neutron
collimator has led to improved parameters associated with NR.
According to the results obtained, the proposed system has
dimensions that render it suitable for transportation with a
medium-sized lorry. The simulated facility has a wide range of
values for the parameters characterising the thermal and fast
neutron radiographies, resulting in radiographs of variable quality.
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